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VR Quest® is pleased to introduce its STEAM virtual reality platform using the best digital 
content to create a transdisciplinary education product that emphasizes social emotional 
learning . Designing games strengthens academic concepts by reinforcing content 
knowledge and expands skill sets with reliance on logic, probability, geometry and other 
mathematical principles .

VR Quest’s® STEAM curriculum challenges students to create, innovate, and problem solve – 
all while connecting them to history, science and real-world events and issues that affect their 
lives . It includes extensive support for teachers such as embedded professional development 
and instructional resources to support a differentiated learning experience for each student .

The Science component can be best seen through scholars being able to create various 
physical environments and natural resources that will influence their characters and the 
game . There are landforms, geographic and climate factors that scholars account for during 
the game’s design .

Technology is evident as VR Quest® provides a full virtual reality experience for the user, but 
also fosters problem solving while building mindset and skills . Additionally, the game creator 
has the option of focusing on the game design, presentation and story, there are also elements 
of the programming language, LUA that can differentiate the experience for scholars . 

The Engineering process is facilitated through the design implementation . Scholars are 
consistently planning, designing and building their creations . When the design process is 
completed, the game must be piloted or tested out . By determining if there are glitches or 
does not run as anticipated, scholars are able to fail, regroup and correct the approach .

Art is the actual creation process and the aesthetics of the game or how one artistically 
perceives what is being created . The design concepts being facilitated while the placement 
of colors and variety are consistently addressed .

The Math component is seen through sizing, scales, ratios, proportions and rotational 
axis . In the creation process, creators utilize logic, probability, geometry and various other 
mathematical principles . Scholars will need to visualize and generate geometric shapes . 
Using visual examples and models, they will demonstrate how formulas work .

Social Emotional Learning is prompted as scholars reflect on a nation’s responsibilities to its 
citizens after a major conflict like the Civil War . Has the United States lived up to its potential 
and promise of history and status? What social and political responsibilities are associated 
with citizenship in democratic government? 

VR Quest® STEAM Curriculum Guide Introduction
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Additionally, the VR Quest STEAM curriculum supports ENL programs as it creates 
equitable opportunities for scholars to develop social and academic language while 
improving their performance and constructing meaning . In order to accomplish this goal, 
scholars engage in all domains of language acquisition (listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing) while being active participatory learners through inquiry within meaningful 
contexts and authentic experiences . 

Through its multi-ethnic characters, settings and variables, VR Quest has the ability 
to showcase different cultures and heritages as valued assets to learning and offer an 
opportunity for the learning community to expand its understandings of global awareness 
international mindedness . 

Regardless of whatever communication level an ENL student is at, he or she can display 
knowledge and create something special unique while reinforcing written and spoken 
English .

As a classroom or content teacher:

• Collaborate with other teachers in different disciplines and grades about the most 
important concepts and skills to be taught and transferred into the game .

• Seek out the school librarian to support the research and to design instructional 
curriculum maps .

• Implement assessment rubrics with information fluency skills to guide the design 
process .

• Incorporate students’ knowledge and use of multimedia resources .
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DOK Tags                                                                                   Common Core                   IFC Standards                 AASL ISTE

Analyzing

Classification

Connection

Cultural 
Perspective

Evaluating

Interpreting

RL .8 .11 .  Interpret, analyze, and 
evaluate narratives, poetry, and drama, 
artistically and ethically by making 
connections to: other texts, ideas, 
cultural perspectives, eras, personal 
events, and situations . 

a . Self-select text to develop personal 
preferences . 

b . Establish and use criteria to classify, 
select, and evaluate texts to make 
informed judgments about the quality 
of the pieces .

Creates and shares reading 
experiences and responds in a 
variety of ways and formats . Reads 
independently . 

Expresses the big idea and the relation 
of own topics of interest to that idea 
through a mind map using pictures 
and words .

1 .A1

1 .A2

     

IV .A1

6c

4c

6a

Analyzing

RI .8 .1 . Cite the textual evidence that 
most strongly supports an analysis of 
what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text . 

Recognizes their own point of view 
influences the interpretation of  
information . 

Analyzes disparate points of view 
discovered in different sources .

II .A2

IV .A1

3a

3b

5c

Categorization

Comparing 
Connections

Evidence

Explicit Text

RI .8 .2 . Determine a central idea of 
a text and analyze its development 
over the course of the text, including 
its relationship to supporting ideas; 
provide an objective summary of the 
text . 

Draws conclusions based on explicit 
and implied information .

Identifies and uses a variety of 
technology tools, including Web-
based interactive tools, to organize 
information, create a product, and 
enhance communication . 

Seeks balanced view by using diverse 
sources to access appropriate material . 

II .A2

V .A1

I .D1

III .B1

1a

1b

3c

6d

Main Idea/
Central 
Message

Relationships

Summarizing

RI .8 .3 . Analyze how a text makes 
connections among and distinctions 
between individuals, ideas, or events 
(e .g ., through comparisons, analogies, 
or categories)

Selects information based on authority 
and point of view .  

Compares online resources to seek 
global perspective

Identifies misconceptions and revises 
ideas as new information is gained .

IV .B1

IV .B4

II .B3

3a

4b

5b

Curricular Alignment
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DOK Tags                                                                                   Common Core                   IFC Standards                 AASL ISTE

Analyzing

RI .8 .7 . Evaluate the advantages and 
disadvantages of using different 
mediums (e .g ., print or digital text, 
video, multimedia) to present a 
particular topic or idea . 

Analyzes disparate points of view 
discovered in different sources . 
Recognizes the effect of different 
perspectives and points of view  on 
information . 

Recognizes that own point of view 
influences the interpretation of 
information .

III .B1 4a

Argument 

Claims

Delineate and evaluate the argument 
and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient; 
recognize when irrelevant evidence is 
introduced .

Expresses the big idea and the relation 
of own topics of interest to that idea 
through a mind map using pictures 
and words .

VI .C1

IV .A2

4a

3d

Conflicting 
Viewpoints

Evaluating 

Evidence

RI .8 .9 .    Analyze a case in which two 
or more texts provide conflicting 
information on the same topic and 
identify where the texts disagree on 
matters of fact or interpretation . 

Recognizes that own point of view 
influences the interpretation of  
information . 

Recognizes the effect of different 
perspectives and points of  view on 
information .

IV .B4

VI .C1

V .A3

6d

6b

3a

Persuasion

a . Use their experience and their 
knowledge of language and logic, as 
well as culture, to think analytically, 
address problems creatively, and 
advocate persuasively .

Analyzes disparate points of view 
discovered in different sources .

III .C2 1c

Reasoning

Analyzing 

Categorization

RI .8 .1 . Cite the textual evidence that 
most strongly supports an analysis of 
what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text . 

Draws conclusions based on explicit 
and implied information .

IV .A3 3b
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DOK Tags                                                                                   Common Core                   IFC Standards                 AASL ISTE

Comparing 
Connections

Evidence

Explicit Text

RI .8 .2 .  Determine a central idea of 
a text and analyze its development 
over the course of the text, including 
its relationship to supporting ideas; 
provide an objective summary of the 
text . 

Recognizes the effect of different 
perspectives and points of view on 
information . 

Recognizes that own point of view 
influences the interpretation of 
information .

V .A2

IV .D1

4d

3a

Main Idea/ 
Central 
Message 

Relationships

Summarizing

RI .8 .3 .  Analyze how a text makes 
connections among and distinctions 
between individuals, ideas, or events 
(e .g ., through comparisons, analogies, 
or categories) .

Analyzes disparate points of view 
discovered in different sources .

II .D1

II .D2

VI .D1

6a

6d

2c

Analyzing

Argument

RI .8 .7 .  Evaluate the advantages 
and disadvantages of using different 
mediums (e .g ., print or digital text, 
video, multimedia) to present a 
particular topic or idea . 

Identifies and uses a variety of 
technology tools, including Web-
based interactive tools, to organize 
information, create a product, and 
enhance communication .

V .A1

IV .A1

7a

6d

Claims 

RI .8 .8 .  Delineate and evaluate the 
argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient; recognize when irrelevant 
evidence is introduced . 

Seeks balanced view by using diverse 
sources to access appropriate material

IV .A1 6d

Conflicting 
Viewpoints 

RI .8 .9 .  Analyze a case in which two 
or more texts provide conflicting 
information on the same topic and 
identify where the texts disagree on 
matters of fact or interpretation .

Selects information based on authority 
and point of view . 

Compares online resources to seek 
global perspective .

IV .A2 4c

Evaluating

Evidence

Persuasion 
Reasoning 

a . Use their experience and their 
knowledge of language and logic, as 
well as culture, to think analytically, 
address problems creatively, and 
advocate persuasively .

Recognizes the effect of different 
perspectives and points of view  
on information . Recognizes that 
own point of view influences the 
interpretation of information .

I .D3

IV .D1

VI .C3

1b

1b

3a
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Audience 

W .8 .4 . Produce clear and coherent 
writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate 
to task, purpose, and audience .  a .  
Produce text (print or non print) that 
explores a variety of cultures and 
perspectives . 

Creates products for authentic reasons 
and audiences . Uses two or three 
strategies to revise product based on 
self-assessment, teacher feedback, 
and peer feedback . 

Identifies and uses a variety of 
technology tools, including Web-
based interactive tools, to organize 
information, create a product, and 
enhance communication . 

V .B2 5c

Organization 

W .8 .5 . With some guidance and 
support from peers and adults, develop 
and strengthen writing as needed by 
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach, focusing on how 
well purpose and audience have been 
addressed . 

Experiments with various types of 
multimedia software and online  
applications for artistic and personal 
expression . 

Works collaboratively to develop, 
publish, and present projects  
involving 1-2 media that effectively 
communicate information and ideas 
about the curriculum to authentic 
audiences 

VI .C1 5b

Purpose

W .8 .6 . Use technology, including the 
Internet, to produce and publish writing 
and present the relationships between 
information and ideas efficiently as 
well as to interact and collaborate with 
others .

Gathers and uses information ethically 
by citing all sources . Credits sources 
by using correct bibliographic format .

IV .D3 5c

Analyzing

W .8 .8 . Gather relevant information from 
multiple print and digital sources, using 
search terms effectively; assess the 
credibility and accuracy of each source; 
and quote or paraphrase the data and 
conclusions of others while avoiding 
plagiarism and following a standard 
format for citation . 

Revises the question or problem as 
needed to arrive at a manageable 
topic for inquiry . Expresses the big 
idea and the relation of own topics of 
interest to that idea through a mind 
map using pictures and words . Plans 
inquiry to test hypothesis or validate 
thesis . 

VI .A2 1c
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DOK Tags                                                                                   Common Core                   IFC Standards                 AASL ISTE

Argument
W .8 .9 . Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research . 

Compares information found to 
tentative thesis or hypothesis; revisits  
and revises thesis/hypothesis as 
appropriate  . Refines questions to 
guide the search for different types of 
information  . Uses different formats as 
sources of information .

VI .B2 1b

Character Types

a .  Apply grade 8 Reading standards 
to literature (e .g ., “Analyze how a 
modern work of fiction draws on 
themes, patterns of events, or character 
types from myths, traditional stories, 
or religious works such as the Bible, 
including describing how the material is 
rendered new”) .

Seeks balanced view by using 
diverse sources to access appropriate 
material  .Selects information based on 
authority and point of view . 

IV .B2 2c

Claims

Evaluating

Evidence

b .  Apply grade 8 Reading standards 
to literary nonfiction (e .g ., “Delineate 
and evaluate the argument and specific 
claims in a text, assessing whether the 
reasoning is sound and the evidence is 
relevant and sufficient; recognize when 
irrelevant evidence is introduced”) .

Compares online resources to seek 
global perspective . 

Analyzes disparate points of view 
discovered in different sources .

Draws conclusions based on explicit 
and implied information . 

IV .B2

I .A2

I .B1

2c

6d

2c

Informational 
Text

Quotation

Patterns

Reasoning

Theme

Gathers and uses information ethically 
by citing all sources .

Credits sources by using correct 
bibliographic format

I .B3

IV .A3
3b
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The Seven Steps of VR Quest®

The Journey Begins

Now put on your seatbelts and get ready for a fun filled ride . You are the creator of this 
journey into history . As the adage so eloquently states: “in order to guide your future you 
must understand your past .” As you make this game richly unique with content knowledge, 
the player participants will be focused on accomplishing the games’ objective or guided 
through an experience while being stimulated by audio, images, videos and text . 

Prepare to travel through the United States and reflect on what a nation’s responsibilities 
are to its citizens after a major conflict like a civil war .  Many have been fascinated by the 
manner in which the United States has evolved . As you recreate an authentic geographic 
representation using a variety of maps, globes, aerial and satellite photographs and 
computer models, think about ways to insert your thoughts, opinions and ideas on how 
many situations were handled . 

Industrialization and immigration contributed to the urbanization of America . There were 
important regional tensions following the Civil War that complicated efforts to redefine the 
status of African Americans and heal the nation . Compare and contrast the causes of the 
Civil War and the results . What role did the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments play? How 
does a nation respond to economic, political and social challenges?

In this quest, you create an adventure in the unique environment during an enslavement 
period in the United States . The graphic below outlines the basic steps involved in creating 
your learning quest . Be aware that you may not go in order . While brainstorming, you may 
start doing the storyboard, then do research . 

While building the interface, you may have to go back and do more brainstorming . Just 
like a paper that you edit and revise, you will be revisiting your storyboard and your game 
several times to fine tune and perfect it .

On the following pages, you can read how these steps apply to designing a sample quest . 
Though you can design a quest by yourself, you can often generate more ideas and create 
more in less time if you collaborate and work as a team .

Brainstorm
Come up with as many 

ideas as possible related to 
your quest

Define the Objective
What will players know or be able to 
do by the end of this adventure? This 
is the main theme of your VR Quest®

Research
Flush out the details so 
you can create the best 

VR Quest® possible

Storyboard
Outline the scenes, 

characters and events a 
player will experience

Build the 
Interface

Use VR Quest® to create 
the virtual world where 
the quest will take place

Pilot Test
Make sure everything 
works, so players can 
succeed in the quest

Revise
Fix any problems in 

terms of story, content 
or interface
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Defining the Objective
An objective guides the player in your game and helps them focus on the task at hand .  
A good objective is clear, concise and SMART .

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
T ime-based
By the end of this quest, players will be able to ___________________________________ .

Brainstorm
Come up with as many 

ideas as possible related to 
your quest

Define the Objective
What will players know or be able to 
do by the end of this adventure? This 
is the main theme of your VR Quest®

Research
Flush out the details so 
you can create the best 

VR Quest® possible

Storyboard
Outline the scenes, 

characters and events a 
player will experience

Build the 
Interface

Use VR Quest® to create 
the virtual world where 
the quest will take place

Pilot Test
Make sure everything 
works, so players can 
succeed in the quest

Revise
Fix any problems in 

terms of story, content 
or interface
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Here is a sample SMART objective: 

Players will be able to:

• Determine what new technology arose during the Progressive movement that contributed 
to urbanizing America . 

• Investigate the expansion of slavery vs the abolition of slavery .

• Assess the election of Lincoln / secession .

• Compare and contrast urban and agricultural regions .

• Explain how problems resulting from the post-Civil War changes sparked the Progressive 
movement and increased call for reform .

Your objectives will vary depending on the type of quest you design . Your quest may have 
an objective that requires player participants to acquire artifacts . Or your quest could have 
an objective that is based on an educational gallery walk .  Regardless of which one you 
select, an objective is necessary to guide the game designing process just as a thesis guides 
a major research paper . A good objective has no more than five main points . 

Brainstorming and Collaborating
The thinking and conceptualization of process is intended to be a free-flowing period to 
generate as many ideas as possible . Brainstorming is the collection of all ideas . No idea is a 
bad idea in this stage .

Collect all ideas 
Often an idea will lead to a bigger and better idea . Once you get your creative juices 
flowing, you start to think of other things .

Write ideas on big chart paper 
If everyone takes ownership and can easily read the group work, it will generate more ideas .

Utilize pictures, colors and music 
Have you ever heard the expression you are the company you keep? Writing in color will 
help you color code your ideas and adding drawings, photos and sketches will ignite greater 
creativity . This is a great organizational tool as well .

Play background music 
Play some relaxing wordless music . If you have Amazon’s Alexa available, she can play beach 
sounds, pink noise, healing or mediation sounds . You name it, she has it . Studies show that 
music can make you more productive .
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Set a timer 
A solid half-hour for brainstorming is usually sufficient time . When you work on a timer, you 
are focused, clear and productive . Do not allow anything to distract you during this time . 
Cell phones should be put away and the only task at hand will be brainstorming .

Be comfortable 
Make sure you have water to drink, ample room to write and draw and the atmosphere is a 
pleasant temperature . When you are comfortable, you will get more done . 

Now that you have completed formulating and generating ideas, you have officially 
completed the brainstorming process . Go through all the ideas and separate the great ideas 
from the rest of them . Using teamwork, read through the list and discuss what you like and 
dislike about each . As a group, vote on what works and what doesn’t then cross off the not 
so good ideas . Finally, think about what you can realistically create in the given time period .

Research
Use the objectives you wrote in Step One to guide your research, answering any questions . 
Here’s some of the research associated with the objectives in our example:

Assess the aftermath of the Civil War:  
Following the Civil War, the United States was reconstructed and reshaped . Unifying the 
nation was difficult . There were many political factions . The country had to have an economic 
plan in place . At the same time, the United States sought to adapt to the changes through 
very specific amendments to the Constitution by not only abolishing slavery, but also 
including voting and citizenship rights . This reconstruction and time period was characterized 
by sharecropping, prison, labor, migration and African Americans in government . There 
were a variety of significant geographic features as people adapted or modified the physical 
environment  as they migrated from the south to the north and as immigration occurred: the 
valleys, field and plantation as well as the mountains, the Atlantic Ocean, rivers and lakes, 
rural and urban areas . 

• What were the effects of emancipation of the enslaved Africans?

• What were the causes and effects of The Civil War?

• Determine the relationship between Black Codes and the 13th, 14th and 15th 
Amendments .

• Describe the importance and impact of Freedman’s Bureau .

• Compare and contrast Plessy v . Ferguson (1896) and the Jim Crow laws (1890s – 1920s) .
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Know the significance of math, science and technology:  
Mathematics, science and were present in everyday life . Mathematical skills were employed 
to measure time by years, decades, centuries and millennia and to calculate time from fixed 
points of the calendar system, as well as interpret data presented in time lines . Technology 
assisted in shaping the Civil War . 

The telegraph accelerated incoming news and the distribution of it as well . The North 
and the Midwest were joined by the railroads; thus improving the quality of life and 
communication . 

For technological advances, new weapons like the repeating rifle and submarines were 
created . The United States’ transportation infrastructure was in ruins and there was extensive 
damage due to the war . 

Farms were in disrepair and were not highly mechanized . This gave way to a rebirth as 
properties and structures were rebuilt .  

Math, science and technology advances can be seen in the new methods of production and 
distribution of farming, transportation developments and the establishment and growth of 
industrial corporations (railroad, steel) directly after the Civil War . 

Explain how past and current race relations are today in the United States: 
Explore and define different types of segregation . Identify the roles of individuals and key 
groups during this turbulent period (Booker T . Washington, George Washington Carver and 
the Tuskegee Model) .  Explore organized attacks on African Americans through such hate 
groups such as the KKK and the White League . Compare and contrast attacks from Colfax, 
LA, 1873; Coushatta, LA, 1874; New Orleans, LA, 1866; Hamburg, SC, 1876 and those that 
have occurred in present day United States . Determine ways that The Lost Cause influenced 
people’s dispositions in the south .

Taking it to the next level with critical thinking:  
Identify and explain different types of political systems and ideologies used at various times 
in United States history and explain the role of individuals and key groups in those social and 
political systems . 

Investigate how events in United States history are chronologically related in time to one 
another and explain ways in which earlier events/ideas might influence subsequent events 
and ideas .

Determine patterns of continuity and change to larger historical processes and themes . 

Identify situations in which social actions are necessary and determine an appropriate course 
of action in order to strive for extensions of human rights, freedom and social justice .
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VR Quest encourages scholars to practice while they are learning game creation, but do not 
copy . Be creative, try new things and bring new ideas and aspects into the VR experience 
with your fresh take and stimulating outlook .

The Civil War and Post Civil War gives you a wealth of opportunities and challenges to 
design a quest where players discover more about this time period in United States history 
as they think critically and problem solve . Here are a few ideas:

• Tell players to reshape the United States after the Civil War by evaluating evidence about 
events from diverse sources including but not limited to written documents, artifacts, 
photographs, works of art, oral traditions, charts and graphs, as well as other primary and 
secondary sources .

• Challenge players to create a detailed museum walk of the cultural, artistic, science and 
technology artifacts that is narrated by prominent historical figures of that era .

• Explore the migration from the south to the north . Recreate and describe the relationship 
between geography, history and economics as a context for events and movement in the 
United States

Websites for Student Use
Here are a few vetted websites to help you conduct research:

https://www.factretriever.com/civil-war-facts

https://www.ducksters.com/history/civil_war/reconstruction.php  

https://www.britannica.com/event/Jim-Crow-law

https://www.history.com/topics/black-history/black-codes

https://civilwarhome.com/poemssongs.html

https://www.pbs.org/weta/reconstruction/

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-technology-shaped-the-civil-war-
classics/
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Student Voice and Empowerment
Educators often feel as if they must know it all before they can teach it . The beauty 
of game design and integrating technology to support the curriculum is scholars can 
become the experts . There is nothing scholars love more than to be able to teach their 
cohorts or even adults how to do something . 

Studies show that scaffolding learning helps to not only reinforce new knowledge, but to 
also foster and promote a growth mindset, as well as build confidence, empower scholars 
and reinforce a strong sense of voice .

Storyboard
In order to have your game make sense to the player participants, you must create your 
storyboard . A storyboard is a physical layout or a sequence of directions, illustrations and 
dialogue of the order of your story . 

A good storyboard depicts significant action and changes . Think about the last good 
book you read . The author sat down to think about exactly what would happen when . 

One of the best ways to do this is to create a series of panels that almost look like a comic 
book . Going through the process of planning and creating this will help you to envision 
both the actions that the player will be experiences, and the environments in which they’ll 
be doing it . 

Every story will have the following main components:

Introduction
Here, the player is introduced to the characters, environment and objective of the quest . 
You will also establish the player as the ‘main character’ of the story, and let them know 
what is expected of them .

Body
The body is where all the action takes place . Your player will face challenges, solve 
puzzles, meet other characters, and build toward the climax . 

Climax
A climax is the ultimate challenge, where the main character uses all they’ve learned 
during the course of the quest to achieve their final objective .

Summary
The summary congratulates the player for a successful quest and reminds them of all the 
amazing things they did to get here . 
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In order to create a good story, you will need to define the challenges that the main 
character will face on their journey . Ideally, all of these will build upon one another getting 
harder and harder as the player moves forward . 

As you devise your story, be sure that the problems the main character needs to solve are 
not too easy, but also not too hard . If they need knowledge to answer questions, be sure to 
embed the answers somewhere or explain clearly where they can be found . On the following 
page is a sample storyboard for a Civil War quest .

This illustration highlights how the telegraphy helped distribute information. 
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Sample Storyboard for VR Quest®

1 . View of plantation home vs . enslaved quarters . 

Introduction Panels 1 and 2 Body Panels 3-10

2 .  Participant enters enslavement cabin . 3 .  View of basic, meager possessions and fireplace .

4 . As pans out, view encompasses showing enslaved 
working in fields .

5 .  Enslaved shared discussion about a better life and 
trying to escape .

6 .  Introduction to the Underground Railroad .

7 .  Enslaved escaping starts a night outside cabin . 8 . Visible at moonlight running parallel to a stream . 9 .  Participant hides in house as bounty hunters search 
for runaway .

10 . Hides under floorboards . 11 . Someone is at the door . Fear . Heart is pounding . 12 .  Escapes through an underground tunnel across 
border for freedom . Runs in happiness .

Climax Summary
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Build the Interface
Now that you’ve decided your story line and main scenes, it’s time to build it using the VR 
Quest Game Guru software . Use the tables included with ‘Learning the VR Quest System’ to 
help you remember how to use the commands to build your quest .

Depending on what’s available and how much time you have, you may need to go back to 
Steps 2-4 . Maybe you don’t have time to fill rooms with all the right equipment, or build a 
complex series of underground tunnels . Perhaps you’re not exactly sure what equipment 
would be found in a space lab and need to do more research . The story might benefit from a 
bit more brainstorming . 

How could you include different artifacts relevant to the historical period you are basing the 
game off of? Would it be a series of different artifacts that will help the player participants 
learn more or would it be one artifact that is continually acquired?

For example, the repeating rifle is an artifact that shows the internal layout of the weapon .
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Pilot Test
After you’ve finished building your first draft of the quest, you’ll need to give it to people 
outside your team to solve . It helps to have a fresh set of eyes evaluating and making 
suggestions on what you need to do to improve it . This will help you to identify any 
problems that need fixing . 

Ask the following questions of the people who try it out:

1 .  Did you know what you were supposed to accomplish to win the game?

2 .  Did everything work (switches, videos, doors, etc .)?

3 .  Did we provide everything you needed to succeed in this quest?

4 .  Was this exciting? Were you completely engaged? What do you think could make the 
quest better?

Professional game designers go through many pilot tests because there are almost always 
things that don’t work the way they intend them to . Just like good writers edit and revise, as 
a game designer you must also seek ways to improve your game . It often helps to step away 
from your project and return with a fresh outlook . You may want to do several test runs .
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Revise
The pilot test will give you lots of information . Maybe players didn’t understand what they 
needed to succeed . Perhaps they were unable to move items or open doors to move 
forward . Or critical information that they needed to solve the quest wasn’t available . 

Following are a few of the things you may need to revise:

Factual Content:  
– Did players understand the quest?
– Was all the information needed available to players?
– Did the story make sense?
– Were there things that misled players because they were unclear or inaccurate?

Interface:  
– Did the interactive features work?
– Could the players navigate the landscape?
– Was the setting attractive, and in line with the theme of the quest?
– Did things like maps or guides properly match the 3-D landscape?

Overall Experience:  
– Was the quest at an appropriate level of difficulty?
– Did players stay interested in the quest?
– Were players able to complete the quest in a reasonable amount of time?
– Did players have an overall positive reaction to the quest?

In revising, it is likely that you will repeat some of Steps 2 - 6 . If you have a chance to pilot 
test a second time, hopefully you will see how much better your quest is after incorporating 
feedback . 
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Take it Home
One of the best things about VR Quest® is you can take your project home! 

When you’ve finished, you will be able to save your file in a format that can play on any 
home computer . Your friends and family will be amazed that you’ve created your very own 
computerized VR Quest® and will enjoy playing it long after you’ve gone home . 

In the future, we hope you’ll be able to join us in designing a wide variety of quests, sparked 
by your creativity and imagination and share them with scholars across the United States! 


